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of successful transplantation8 or by dialysis using a water
purification system.
We conclude that aluminium contamination of the water used

for dialysis is the probable cause of dialysis encephalopathy. The
resulting aluminium intoxication is not confined to the nervous
system but is almost certainly a factor in causing bone disease and
possibly also in aggravating anaemia. We reiterate the advice of
others4 that all patients who dialyse in areas with a high concen-
tration of aluminium in the water should use some form of
water purification system, though this will not necessarily
protect patients who have already accumulated large amounts of
aluminium. At present the use of deionisers or reverse-osmosis
apparatus may be the most effective method of extracting
aluminium from the water, but more-specific techniques may be
devised if it can be confirmed that aluminium is the only
potential toxin in the supply to an area.

We thank the water department of Strathclyde regional council for
their invaluable co-operation and for analysing the water supplies;
Dr J M Ottaway, of the department of pure and applied chemistry,

University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, for his advice on the serum
aluminium methodology; Dr Heather Dick and Dr J W Dobbie for
providing blood samples; and Professor A C Kennedy for his guid-
ance and for financial support to SS.
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Serum ionised calcium concentration: measurement
versus calculation
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Summary and conclusions

Four hundred and eighteen measurements of serum
ionised calcium, total calcium, and protein concentra-
tions were made from 47 normal volunteers, 104 patients
with chronic renal failure (33 being treated conservative-
ly and 71 with regular haemodialysis), and 83 renal
transplant recipients. The serum ionised calcium concen-
tration was measured with an Orion SS-20 meter and
calculated from the total serum calcium and protein
concentrations by using three formulae and a nomo-
gram. In the normal subjects and patients undergoing
regular haemodialysis, whose serum calcium concen-
trations were in or near the normal range, three of the
calculations gave results similar to those obtained by
direct measurement. In patients with conservatively
treated chronic renal failure and those who had received
renal transplants, however, there was poor agreement
between the methods. When patients with hypercalcaemia
and hypocalcaemia from all the groups were considered
separately there was again poor agreement between
calculated and measured concentrations ofserum ionised
calcium. Of the patients whose measured concentrations
of serum ionised calcium were high, 69-76% were
classified as normal by the four indirect methods.
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We conclude that calculation of the serum ionised
calcium concentrations is not an adequate substitute for
direct measurement.

Introduction

About half the calcium in serum is bound to protein or com-
plexed. It is the other half, ionised and biologically active, that
interests the clinician, but for the past 40 years only a few
research laboratories have been able to measure it. Many of the
teething troubles of the Orion SS-20 ionised calcium meter
have now been surmounted, which has brought this measure-
ment within the grasp of any hospital laboratory willing to
devote to it sufficient capital, running costs, and technician
time.1-'3 High demand for the measurement has led a few
institutions like our own, with a strong interest in renal failure
and parathyroid surgery, to make the investment; in the average
district general hospital the demand will be much more modest.
A decision to add another financial burden to the NHS will
hinge on the reliability of the available alternatives, which in
ascending order of complexity are (1) uncorrected total serum
calcium concentration, (2) total serum calcium with serum
protein or albumin for the clinician to make an "eyeball adjust-
ment," (3) correction of total serum calcium concentration for
protein or albumin by formula, and (4) prediction of ionised
serum calcium from total calcium and protein or albumin by
formula or nomogram.

"Correction" of the total serum calcium concentration has
been a subject of much controversy during the past two years.
Pain et all4 concluded that because of the large interindividual
variation a tedious procedure was necessary to calculate the
correction factor individually. On the other hand, the BM715
stated: "In specialised units newer methods for ionised calcium
assay may prove valuable, but for most of us the 'corrected'
plasma calcium is an adequate measure of ionised calcium on
almost all occasions."
We therefore compared serum ionised calcium concentrations
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as measured direct with the Orion SS-20 meter and as calculated
by four indirect methods in both normal and abnormal subjects.

Subjects and methods

Serum ionised calcium, total calcium, and total protein concen-
trations were estimated simultaneously in 47 healthy volunteers, 33
patients with late chronic renal failure treated conservatively, 71
patients with chronic renal failure who were undergoing regular
haemodialysis, and 83 patients who had received transplants. Arterial
or arterialised venous blood was drawn from the patients undergoing
dialysis immediately before connection to the machine. Forearm
venous blood taken with minimum stasis was used in the other groups.
The serum ionised calcium concentration was measured with the

Orion SS-20 ionised calcium meter, which incorporates an ion-
selective electrode. Our technique and its validation have been
described.3 Blood was placed in 2 ml plastic microcentrifuge tubes
from which all but a minuscule bubble of air was excluded, clotted
at room temperature, and stored at 4°C before separation and
measurement in triplicate within four hours of venepuncture. The
mean of three readings was used in all subsequent calculations. Ifmore
than one measurement was made in a patient on separate occasions
these measurements were considered separately, since they were often
repeated after a change in clinical state.
The total serum calcium concentration was measured by an auto-

mated cresolphthalein method'6 and serum protein by an automated
biuret method (Technicon AutoAnalyzer). Serum ionised calcium
was predicted from the total serum calcium and protein concentrations
by using the three formulae given below. Formula 1 is the simplified
version recommended by Zeisler17 for routine use, and formula 2 is his
more accurate original formula. Formula 3 is that of McLean and
Hastings. ' 8
(1) [Ca4-+] [(6wtotal calcium)-(total protein/3)]/(total protein+ 6)
(2) [Ca++] --[(61 - total calcium)-(total protein x 3/8)]/(total protein+62)
(3) [Ca++] [[total calcium-total protein-K-i+

((4K - total calcium) -A (total protein-total calcium + K)') 2]

[Ca++J (mmol/l) predicted by formula 1
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FIG 1-Serum ionised calcium concentrations as measured direct and pre-

dicted by formula 1. Upper limits of normal given by both methods are

shown, indicating false-positive and false-negative results for patients with
hypercalcaemia.

0 =Normal subjects. *=Recipients of renal transplants. x =Patients
with chronic renal failure treated conservatively. * Patients undergoing
dialysis.

Conversion: SI to traditional units-Serum ionised calcium: 1 mmol/l 4
mg/100 ml.
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FIG 2-Serum ionised calcium concentrations measured direct and predicted
by formula 1. Lower limits of normal given by both methods are shown,
indicating false-positive and false-negative results for patients with hypo-
calcaemia. Symbols as for fig 1.

Finally, we predicted the ionised calcium concentration from the
McLean nomogram (indirect method 4), which was redrawn to six
times the published size from data supplied by McLean.'9 The result
obtained from each prediction was compared with that obtained by
direct calculation in all cases, and a paired t test was carried out on the
group differences.
The results of all 418 measurements were plotted for each fornula

and the nomogram (figs 1 and 2). The normal ranges given are the
950% confidence limits for our data on the normal subjects. From
these plots we calculated the false-positive and false-negative rates for
hypercalcaemia and hypocalcaemia (ionised calcium) by comparing
each indirect method with the direct measurement.

Results

The table shows the mean (+SD) results measured direct and
predicted by the four indirect methods. The results in the four
diagnostic categories are listed first, followed by those in patients with
hypercalcaemia and hypocalcaemia (judged by direct measurement of
ionised calcium) from all diagnostic categories. In the normal subjects
results predicted by three of the four indirect methods were not
significantly different from the measured ionised calcium concentra-
tion, but there was a wider scatter than with direct measurement. The
71 patients undergoing dialysis had a mean serum ionised calcium
concentration close to normal; the results predicted by the two
unsimplified formulae and the nomogram were not significantly
different from the measured result. The conservatively treated patients
with renal failure, some of whom were receiving vitamin-D analogues,
had more variable serum ionised calcium concentrations, and all four
predictions were significantly different from the measured results. This
was also true for the recipients of transplants, many of whom had
mild hypercalcaemia, and for the patients with hypercalcaemia and
hypocalcaemia extracted from all diagnostic groups.

Figs 1 and 2 show the relation between the 418 serum ionised
calcium concentrations as measure& irect and as predicted by formula
1. The upper limit of the normal range (fig 1) was 1 14 mmol/l (4 56
mg/100 ml) by direct measurement and 1 18 mmol/l (4 72 mg/100 ml)
by formula 1. Out of 129 measurements assessed by the Orion SS-20
as being from patients with hypercalcaemia, 98 (760%) were falsely
negative by formula 1. Out of 288 measurements assessed by the
machine as being from patients without hypercalcaemia, 5 (17 %)
were falsely positive by formula 1.

1104
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Comparison of direct and indirect measurements of serum ionised calcium concentration

Direct Indirect methods
measurement

Formula 1 Formula 2 Formula 3 Nomogram

Normal subjects (47 measurements)
Mean (-t SD) ionised serum calcium (mmol/l) 1 057 ± 0043 1-057 ±0 061 1 076 + 0062 1 084 ± 0065 1 055 ± 0063
Mean difference* 0 - 0 019 -0-027 0 002
t valuet. 193 2 66 0 02

Pt.NS NS <0-02NS
Patienits with chrotic renal failure treated conservatively (114 measurements)

Mean (-+ SD) ionised serum calcium (mmol/l) 1 071 i±0 115 1-016 10095 1 037 t0096 1 042±0099 1 014±0 101
Mean difference* 0 055 0 034 0-029 0 057
t valuet 7 27 4 46 3 21 6 45

Pt .<0001<0.001 <0 01 <0 001

Patients with chronic renial fail'lre tundergoing regzular haenmodialysis (131 measurements)
Mean ( +SD) ionised serum calcium (mmol'l) .. 1050 0081 1-038A 0087 1 059±0086 1 066±0094 1 039±0091
Mean difference* .0012 -0 009 -0-016 0 011
t value. 204 1 41 1 50 1 73

Pt.<005 NSNS NS
Recipients of retnal tratnsplanits (126 mieasurements)

Mean ( SD) ionised serum calcium (mmol,l) 1 148 j 0 087 1-101 --0080 1 121 1t0 080 1 134±0 087 1 105 t0 083
Mean difference* 0 047 0 047 0-014 0-043
t value 6-78 4-43 2 28 6 54

Pt.<0001 <0 001<005 <0 001
Patients with hypercalcaemia fromn all diagnostic grolups (104 measuirements)

Mean ( - SD) ionised serum calcium (mmol 1) 1207 f-0 076 1-122 ,:0 081 1 142 -0-080 1 155 ±0 089 1-125 ±0-085
Mean difference*. 0085 0 065 0-052 0-082
t value. 1166 9 45 6 71 11-12

Pt.<0001 <0 001 <0001<0001
Patients with hypocalcaemia fromii all diagniostic grouips (25 measurements)

Mean ( SD) ionised serum calcium (mmol 1) 0876 0-101 0 912- 0 123 0 932 f 0 123 0-933 -0 126 0 916 t0-125
Mean difference* -0-036 0 056 --0057 --0040
t value. 236 3 68 3-77 2 60

Pi.<0.05 <0 01 <0 001<002

*Bet,'een mean ionised calcium by direct and indirect methods.
tCompared with direct method.

Conversion: SI to traditiontal units-Serum ionised calcium: 1 mmol 4 mg 100 ml.

The lower limits of the normal range (fig 2) were 0-97 mmol/l
(3 88 mg/ 100 ml) by direct measurement and 0 93 mmol/l (3 72
mg/100 ml) by formula 1. Of the 34 measurements assessed by the
machine as being from patients with hypocalcaemia, 21 (62 '"/) were
falsely negative by formula 1. Of the 383 assessed by the machine as
being from patients with no hypocalcaemia, 12 (31°') were falsely
positive by formula 1.

Results were similar with the other three indirect methods. For
hypercalcaemia the false-negative rates were 75 2 oy 72 4°, and
68 9°' by formulae 2 and 3 and the nomogram respectively; and the
false-positive rates were 1 7 °,, 2 3 ` and 3 1 0°,). For hypocalcaemia
false-negative rates were 612°, 667 o',and 6360°o; and false-positive
rates 2 8', 3300,,, and 300, respectively.

Discussion

Clearly predicting the serum ionised calcium concentration
from total serum calcium and protein concentrations, though
satisfactory in the normal range, is of little value in patients with
hypercalcaemia or hypocalcaemia. These conditions are seriously
underdiagnosed when the indirect methods are used. All four
indirect methods give closely similar results, so we doubt whether
any further refinement of the formulae would improve prediction
appreciably. Much of the error of these indirect methods is
probably due to the variable binding of calcium to protein in
different people, which was shown by Pain et al'4 using albumin.
Thus it is unlikely that the prediction of ionised calcium from
total calcium and albumin concentrations would be much more
accurate than the published methods, which are all based on
total serum protein.
Our study was confined to patients with renal failure, in

which measurements of the ionised calcium concentration are in
great demand. The results cannot be extrapolated to all other
diseases since protein binding is altered in uraemia. Nevertheless,
our preliminary studies on 12 patients with primary hyper-
parathyroidism also show significant differences between the
mean results obtained by direct measurement and by three of
the four indirect methods (formulae 1 and 2 and the nomogram).
The "correction" of total serum calcium concentration to a

standard concentration of serum protein or albumin is based on
the same principles as the prediction of ionised calcium concen-
tration. We therefore suggest that corrected serum calcium is a
poor substitute for the direct measurement of serum ionised
calcium. The figures clearly show that indirect estimation can
lead to the serum ionised calcium concentration being over-
estimated by up to 1O", which could cause delay in recognising
true hypercalcaemia and thus adversely affect renal function and
metastatic calcification.
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